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  Report on Comment Meeting  
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Redondo Beach, CA 
 
 
 

Item No.  Subject 
 
12-11-1  Call to Order 
 
12-11-2  Introduction of Members and Guests 
 
12-11-3  Review of Meeting Procedures and Revision Schedule 
 
12-11-4  Approval of ROP Meeting Minutes 
 
12-11-5  Task Group Reports (if any) 
 
12-11-6  Processing of Comments 
 
12-11-7  Fire Protection Research Foundation Requests 
 
12-11-8  Old Business 
 
12-11-9  New Business 
 
12-11-10  Adjournment 
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-2     Log #152  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

9-124
The Correlating Committee directs that this proposal be forwarded to Code-Making Panel 17 for

action in Article 680.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-13     Log #230  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

17-37
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that further consideration be given to the comments

expressed in the voting.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-31     Log #231  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

17-106
The Correlating Committee directs that the action on this proposal be rewritten to comply with the

NEC Style Manual regarding subdivision titles.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-43     Log #232  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on National Electrical Code®,

17-137
It was the action of the Correlating Committee that further consideration be given to the comments

expressed in the voting.
This is a direction from the National Electrical Code Technical Correlating Committee in accordance

with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.

1Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-21     Log #249  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward  G. Kroth, Verona, WI

17-69
Revise text to read as follows:

The disconnecting means shall be of the indicating type and be capable of being locked provided with a positive
lockout in the open "off" (off) position. The remainder of this section is to remain unchanged.

This needs to be reconsidered as a safety issue for the person working on the roof top, especially
where a circuit breaker is the sole means of disconnect and is not within sight of the person working on the snow melting
and/or deicing equipment. This goes to providing what 90.1 calls for in that it would help to protect person(s) from a
potential electrical shock hazard. Mr. Cook is correct in that there are commercially available lockouts that meet the
intent of the newly proposed 110.25 (see proposal 1-130) made by several manufacturers. If you choose to continue to
reject this proposal you should at least consider an explanation of what the phrase "positive lockout" means.

I will paraphrase my words from the original proposal. This is an attempt to standardize the concept of a lockable
disconnect for the safety of the person working on the apparatus. I believe Mr. Yasenchak has picked up on this
concept.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-24     Log #250  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Edward  G. Kroth, Verona, WI

17-82
Revise text to read as follows:

The disconnecting means shall be of the indicating type and be capable of being locked provided with a positive
lockout in the open "off" (off) position. The remainder of this section is to remain unchanged.

This needs to be reconsidered as a safety issue for the person working on the pipeline or vessel,
especially where a circuit breaker is the sole means of disconnect and is not within sight of the person working on the
pipeline and/or vessel heating equipment. This goes to providing what 90.1 calls for in that it would help to protect
person(s) from a potential electrical shock hazard. Mr. Cook is correct in that there are commercially available lockouts
that meet the intent of the newly proposed 110.25 (see proposal 1-130) made by several manufacturers. If you choose
to continue to reject this proposal you should at least consider an explanation of what the phrase "positive lockout"
means.

I will paraphrase my words from the original proposal. This is an attempt to standardize the concept of a lockable
disconnect for the safety of the person working on the apparatus. I believe Mr. Yasenchak has picked up on this
concept.

2Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-3     Log #256  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 17,

17-18a
Continue to Accept this proposal.

We are not opposed to locating this new definition in Article 100. This product is relatively new to the
NEC and We are sure that a significant number of those that use the Code are not familiar with the operation of a
Portable GFCI as opposed to a conventional Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter. As described in the 2010 ROP Proposal
15-127 these devices are unique and provide a level of protection that is significantly different from that of the
conventional GFCI’s. The submitter of that proposal makes a point that these two types of protection should not be
indiscriminately substituted for each other and a conveniently located definition should promote a heightened awareness
of their availability and conditions of use.

This comment was developed by a CMP-7 Task Group and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot
results:

14 Eligible to vote
12 Affirmative (See voting comment below)
1 Negative (See voting Comment below)
1 Ballot Not Returned (C.J. Fahrenhold)
The following Comments on Vote were received:
AFFIRMATIVE:
S.R. LaDART:  I am not opposed to locating this new definition to Article 100.  I agree with the substantiation that

CMP-17 submitted.
NEGATIVE:
T.H. CYBULA:  Accept Proposal 17-18a in principle.  Relocate the definition to Article 100 with the following underlined

text addition and with strikeouts as follows:  “Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI), Portable. (as applied to
ground-fault circuit interrupter protection). A plug-in type of ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) provided with male
blades or an integral power supply cord for connection to a receptacle outlet. Indicating that the The ground-fault circuit
interrupter is intended to protect personnel from fault current to ground on equipment or circuits supplied by
plug-and-cord-connections or by temporary wiring installations and additionally functions to de-energize a circuit or
portion thereof when one or more of the following defects occurs:

(1) the The grounded conductor to the power supply is opened;
(2) the The grounded conductor is transposed with an ungrounded conductor to the power supply;
(3) one One of the ungrounded conductors to the power supply on a polyphase system or on a single-phase, 3-wire

system is opened.
Explanation:  The text as accepted in the proposal was not clear in describing that the portable GFCI device

can either be a plug in device with blades or with a flexible cord connection.  The added text in this comment was
extracted from the 2011 UL White Book on page 206 describing portable GFCIs.  This new suggested text makes the
definition totally clear as to the type of GFCI device being used in a portable application.

3Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-4     Log #262  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 15,

17-18a
If relocated to Article 100, revise the proposed definition as follows:

Portable (as applied to ground-fault circuit interrupter protection). Indicating that the ground-fault circuit interrupter is
intended to protect personnel from fault current to ground on equipment or circuits supplied by
plug-and-cord-connections or by temporary wiring installations and additionally functions to de-energize a circuit or
portion thereof when one or more of the following defects occurs:
(1) the grounded conductor to the power supply is opened;
(2) the grounded conductor is transposed with an ungrounded conductor to the power supply;
(3) one of the ungrounded conductors to the power supply on a polyphase system or on a single-phase, 3-wire system
is opened.
Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection Listed for Portable Use:  A type of ground-fault circuit-interrupter intended to
provide additional protection for personnel by de-energizing the downstream portion of the circuit if a supply circuit
conductor opens or reverse polarity is detected.

This Comment is CMP-15’s response to the direction of the NEC Correlating Committee regarding
Proposal 17-18a; Log # CP1700.

Articles under the purview of CMP-15 do include requirements for the use of listed portable GFCI protection of
personnel either explicitly [e.g., 518.3(B)] or implicitly [e.g. the proposed change to 525.23(A)] but none of the Articles
presently contain a definition.
Although the concept of the portable GFCI is found in other Articles throughout the Code, there is no existing definition
of “ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection listed for portable use” (or similar) elsewhere in the NEC, therefore, there is
no reason to insert the definition into Article 100 in accordance with 2.2.2.1 of the 2011 National Electrical Code Style
Manual.

Defining the word "portable" in Article 100, even as applied to GFCI, may create conflict and enforcement issues with
existing requirements in other Articles including, but not limited to, Articles 518, 520, 525 and 530.

Nonetheless, if comments by CMP-3 or CMP-7 result in correlating action to locate a common definition in Article 100,
CMP-15 submits the above revision to that definition.
The proposed changes to 422.49 and 422.51 are not addressed by this Comment.

This comment was developed by a CMP-15 Task Group and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot
results:
19 Eligible to vote
13 Affirmative

2 Negative (See comments below)
4 Ballots Not Returned (K. Jones, G.J. Krupa, S.M. Lipster and M.D. Skinner)
NEGATIVES:
K.J. Gilbert:  The word “if” at the beginning of CMP-15’s Comment is a problem. It creates a reliance upon other

actions not required in the comment.
CMP-15’s Comment should have proposed that CMP-17 “Accept in Principle” Proposal 17-18a and adopt the adjusted

language shown in CMP-15’s comment (after removing the sentence “If relocated to Article 100, revise the proposed
definition as follows:”), then place the language into Article 100.

D.J. Talka:  The definition offered by the task force of CMP 15 is incorrect. Portable GFCIs are not required to
de-energize under reverse polarity conditions or open neutral conditions. They are required to continue to provide
protection.  The original definition more closely defines the performance of a portable GFCI.  I suggest that the definition
be revised as follows:

“Ground-Fault Circuit-Interrupter Protection Listed for Portable Use:  A ground-fault circuit interrupter intended to
protect personnel from fault current to ground on equipment or circuits supplied by plug-and-cord-connections including
temporary wiring installations.   Protection of personnel is maintained when one or more of the following conditions
occur:
(1) the grounded conductor to the power supply is opened;
(2) the grounded conductor is transposed with an ungrounded conductor to the power supply;
(3) one of the ungrounded conductors to the power supply on a polyphase system or on a single-phase, 3-wire system

4Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
is opened.”

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-5     Log #267  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Code-Making Panel 3,

17-18a
Continue to Accept Proposal 17-18a.

Code-Making Panel 3 agrees with the Code-Making Panel 17’s action to Accept Proposal 17-18a
This comment was developed by a CMP-3 Task Group and balloted through the entire panel with the following ballot

results:
15 Eligible to vote
12 Affirmative
1 Negative  (See Negative comment below)
2 Ballots Not Returned (A.D. Corbin and D.T. Mills)
The following Comments on Vote were received:
NEGATIVE:
S.L. STENE:  Accept Proposal 17-18a in principle.  Relocate the definition to Article 100 with the following underlined

text addition and with strikeouts as follows:  “Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI), Portable. (as applied to
ground-fault circuit interrupter protection). A plug-in type of ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) provided with male
blades or an integral power supply cord for connection to a receptacle outlet. Indicating that the The ground-fault circuit
interrupter is intended to protect personnel from fault current to ground on equipment or circuits supplied by
plug-and-cord-connections or by temporary wiring installations and additionally functions to de-energize a circuit or
portion thereof when one or more of the following defects occurs:
(1) the The grounded conductor to the power supply is opened;
(2) the The grounded conductor is transposed with an ungrounded conductor to the power supply;
(3) one One of the ungrounded conductors to the power supply on a polyphase system or on a single-phase, 3-wire
system is opened.

Explanation:  The text as accepted in the proposal was not clear in describing that the portable GFCI device can either
be a plug in device with blades or with a flexible cord connection.  The added text in this comment was extracted from
the 2011 UL White Book on page 206 describing portable GFCIs.  This new suggested text makes the definition totally
clear as to the type of GFCI device being used in a portable application.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-10     Log #370  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Vince Baclawski, National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)

17-30
The Panel Action should be Accept in Principle in Part.

Revise 422.19 (New) by qualifying the type of conductors and by deleting the last sentence, as follows:
Canopies of ceiling-suspended (paddle) fans and outlet boxes taken together shall

provide sufficient space so that conductors fixture wires and their connecting devices are capable of being installed in
accordance with 314.16. Canopies shall be marked with their volume in order to be included in the total box volume
calculation.

NEMA recognizes that 314.16(B)(1) Exception already addresses the accommodation of fixture wires
that are part of the construction of a ceiling-suspended (paddle) fan, within canopies.

5Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-48     Log #407  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Russel LeBlanc, The Peterson School of Engineering

17-147
This proposal should be accepted. The present wording in the NEC should not be applicable to ALL

circuits.
Some signs are connected to communication or signaling circuits. How can GFCI protection be

provided for a communication circuit (Article 800) or a Class 2 remote control and signaling circuit (Article 725) that
sends data or signals to an electronic sign? I don't believe a GFCI device exists for these types of circuits! Nor would it
be necessary. Also, GFCI protection is not simultaneously required for the service, feeder AND the branch circuit. This
needs to be made clear. Only of of those power circuits needs to be GFCI protected either the branch circuit or the
feeder, but not both. That is presently not permitted since ALL CIRCUITS, no matter the type, feeding the sign need to
be GFCI protected. The present wording literally means it would be a violation if ONLY the branch circuit, and not the
feeder, feeding the sign was GFCI protected, since the feeder is another circuit feeding the sign too. I don't believe it is
the intent of this section to require GFCI protection for the feeder AND the branch circuit simultaneously. Not do I
believe that communication circuits, fire alarm circuits or remote control and signaling circuits are intended to be
included in this requirement. My proposed wording will help make this clear.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-33     Log #424  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mark C. Ode, UL LLC

17-108
Modify the exception proposed in this proposal to the following text:

Exception: Low voltage Class 2 lighting that conforms with low voltage contact limit levels shall be permitted to be
located at the edge of  a pool.

Even though a new definition for low voltage contact limits has been inserted into 680.2, 680.22 does
not permit low voltage lighting to be installed in close proximity to the swimming pool.  This new exception to (D) will
permit installations that are already being installed around most swimming pools and are in conflict with the existing
NEC.  Section 680.3 and Table 680.3 references 411.4(B) for these low voltage lighting systems but creates a Code
loop without actually giving permission in 680.22 for site lighting to be installed within close proximity to the pool edge.
Limiting the power supply to a Class 2 wet location voltage will ensure that the voltage source will be limited to the same
low voltage limitation for low voltage swimming pool lighting.

6Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-20     Log #688  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher M. Jensen, North Logan City

17-67
Accept the proposal as submitted:

Ground fault protection of
equipment Equipment ground-fault protection shall be provided for fixed outdoor electric deicing and snow-melting
equipment.

The term "Ground Fault Protection of Equipment" is used in 215.10, 230.95 and 426.28
The term "Ground Fault Protection of Equipment" as defined in Article 100 is most often associated with the

requirements in 230.95 and 215.10. The UL White Book Category (KDAX) is cross referenced as the category used to
cover devices used to comply with 230.95 and 215.10. These devices have a ground fault trip level between 1 and 1200
amperes.

The ground fault protection required by 426.28 is cross referenced and covered by UL White Book Category (DIYA)
"Circuit breakers with equipment ground-fault protection."  The trip levels for the devices covered by (DIYA) have a trip
threshold of 30 to 50 milliamperes.

Because there are 2 distinct types of ground fault protection required in section 230.95 and 426.28 there should be 2
distinct terms used to identify the different protection types.

The term "Equipment ground fault protection" is the term used by UL in the product category used to identify the
protection listed to comply with the requirements in 426.28.

The change of the term "Ground fault protection of Equipment" to "Equipment Ground Fault Protection" will help the
code user select the proper type of ground fault protection for fixed outdoor electric deicing and snow-melting
equipment.

I have made a companion proposal to include a new definition of "Equipment Ground Fault Protection"

7Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-23     Log #689  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Christopher M. Jensen, North Logan City

17-80
Accept the proposal as submitted:

427.22 Ground-fault protection of
equipment Equipment ground-fault protection shall be provided for electric heat tracing and heating panels. This
requirement shall not apply in industrial establishments where there is alarm indication of ground faults and the following
conditions apply:

(1)  conditions of maintenance and supervision ensure that only qualified persons service the installed systems.
(2) Continued circuit operation is necessary for safe operation of equipment or processes.

The term "Ground Fault Protection of Equipment" is used in 215.10, 230.95 and 426.28.
The term "Ground Fault Protection of Equipment" as defined in Article 100 is most often associated with the

requirements in 230.95 and 215.10. The UL White Book Category (KDAX) is cross referenced as the category used to
cover devices used to comply with 230.95 and 215.10. These devices have a ground fault trip level between 1 and 1200
amperes.

The ground fault protection required by 427.22 is cross referenced and covered by UL White Book Category (DIYA)
"Circuit breakers with equipment ground-fault protection." The trip levels for the devices covered by (DIYA) have a trip
threshold of 30 to 50 milliamperes.

Because there are 2 distinct types of ground fault protection required in sections 230.95 and 427.22 there should be 2
distinct terms used to identify the different protection types.

The term "Equipment ground fault protection required in sections 230.95 and 427.22 there should be 2 distinct terms
used to identify the different protection types.

The term "Equipment ground fault protection" is the term used by UL in the product category used to identify the
protection listed to comply with the requirements in 427.22

The change of the term "Ground fault protection of Equipment" to "Equipment Ground Fault Protection" will help the
code user select the proper type of ground fault protection for fixed electric heating equipment for pipelines and vessels

I have made a companion proposal to include a new definition of "Equipment Ground Fault Protection"

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-46     Log #855  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike McCague, Watkins Manufacturing

17-142
This comment is offering support for Accepted Proposal No. 17-142 Log #344 NEC-P17 to

supersede Tentative Interim Amendment 70-11-1 (TIA 1005) issued by the Standards Council on March 1, 2011.
The new proposed language captures the intent of TIA 1005 to exempt listed portable electric spas

from perimeter bonding requirements while better defining the class of spas as self-contained outdoor/indoor rated
UL1563 listed. It is important to reference the separate external non-conductive step as not impacting the minimum
height requirement.

8Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-39     Log #877  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
C. Douglas White, Center Point Energy / Rep. Edison Electric Institute/Electric Light & Power Group

17-126
The proposal should have been accepted.

Testing done by the Electric Power Research Institute (and cited by EnerNex in their NFPA research
report as the best available data on the topic) clearly shows that under certain situations involving intermediate voltage
short circuits, the alternate single loop method of constructing an equipotential plane as allowed by the current NEC will
NOT protect the public from the possibility of serious shock or electrocution. For Panel 17 to require a documentation of
hazards to persons before considering change when testing clearly predicts the potential of harm is a completely
unacceptable position. In addition, the Panel statement alludes to a willingness
to consider alternate technologies or methods to provide better protection. When an attempt at the Panel meeting was
made to compromise by looking at other than copper grid solutions, the compromise was voted down with no
discussion. The Panel’s rejection of this proposal fails to recognize that the current Code does not meet the
requirements set forth in 90.1(B) that requires an “installation that is essentially free from hazard”. This proposal is an
attempt to effect change that would meet this minimum requirement. The panel should be proactive considering the
testing evidence of record and not wait on a death or injury statistic.

9Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-1     Log #920  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

17-18a
Revise text to read as follows:

The manufacturer of portable or mobile signs shall provide a listed appliance
ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel. The ground-fault circuit interrupter shall be an integral part of the
attachment plug or shall be located in the power-supply cord within 300 mm (12 in.) of the attachment plug.

A lighting assembly without a transformer or power
supply and with the luminaire lamp(s) operating at not over 150 volts shall be permitted to be cord-and-plug-connected
where the assembly is listed as an assembly for the purpose. The installation shall comply with 680.23(A)(5), and the
assembly shall have the following construction features:
(1) No exposed metal parts
(2) An impact-resistant polymeric lens and luminaire body
(3) A ground-fault circuit interrupter with open neutral conductor protection as an integral part of the assembly
(4) The luminaire lamp permanently connected to the listed appliance ground-fault circuit interrupter with open-neutral
protection
(5) Compliance with the requirements of 680.23(A)

Except as otherwise provided in this section, the outlet(s) that supplies a self-contained spa or hot
tub, a packaged spa or hot tub equipment assembly, or a field-assembled spa or hot tub shall be protected by a
ground-fault circuit interrupter.

If so marked, a listed self-contained unit or listed packaged equipment assembly that includes integral
listed appliance ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for all electrical parts within the unit or assembly (pumps, air
blowers, heaters, lights, controls, sanitizer generators, wiring, and so forth) shall be permitted without additional GFCI
protection.

Except as otherwise provided in this section, the outlet(s) that supplies a self-contained therapeutic tub
or hydrotherapeutic tank, a packaged therapeutic tub or hydrotherapeutic tank, or a field-assembled therapeutic tub or
hydrotherapeutic tank shall be protected by a ground-fault circuit interrupter.

If so marked, a listed self-contained unit or listed packaged equipment assembly that includes integral
listed appliance ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for all electrical parts within the unit or assembly (pumps, air
blowers, heaters, lights, controls, sanitizer generators, wiring, and so forth) shall be permitted without additional GFCI
protection.

I am concerned that existing “portable GFCIs” may not have the 3 properties listed in the definition. I
believe these additional properties deserve a more distinctive name.
Portable/cord GFCI appear in other articles and could well need the same level of protection as specified in 422.
Suggest that the definition be moved to 100. and referenced in 518.3(B), 525.23, 600.10(C)(2), 680.33(B), 680.44(A), &
680.62(A)(1).

10Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-7     Log #921  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

17-18a
Revise text to read as follows:

Indicating that the A ground-fault circuit interrupter that is intended to protect personnel from fault current to ground on
equipment or circuits supplied by plug-and-cord connections or by temporary wiring installations and additionally
functions to de-energize a circuit or portion thereof when one or more of the following defects occurs:
(1) The grounded conductor to the power supply is opened;
(2) The grounded conductor is transposed with an ungrounded conductor to the power supply;
(3) One of the ungrounded conductors to the power supply on a polyphase system or on a single-phase, 3-wire system
is opened.

All single-phase cord-and-plug-connected high-pressure spray washing
machines rated at 250 volts or less shall be provided with factory-installed appliance ground-fault circuit-interrupter
protection for personnel. The ground-fault circuit interrupter shall be identified for portable use. The ground-fault circuit
interrupter shall be an integral part of the attachment plug or shall be located in the supply cord within 300 mm (12 in.) of
the attachment plug

Cord-and-plug connected vending machines manufactured or remanufactured on or
after January 1, 2005, shall include an appliance ground-fault circuit interrupter identified for portable use as an integral
part of the attachment plug or be located within 300 mm (12 in.) of the attachment plug. Older vending machines
manufactured or remanufactured prior to January 1, 2005, shall be connected to a GFCI-protected outlet.

I am concerned that existing “portable GFCIs” may not have the 3 properties listed in the definition. I
believe these additional properties deserve a more distinctive name.
(WORD auto formatting ran amock in this document)

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-18     Log #922  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

17-55
Revise text to read as follows:

Spacing shall be maintained between the
heating cable and metal embedded in the floor, unless the cable is a grounded metal-clad cable.has a grounded metal
sheath.

It is unclear to me what is required to be grounded. If it is the sheath, then I suggest a change to the
text. If something else is to be grounded, then perhaps other text is required.

11Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-15     Log #923  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

18-38
Revise text to read as follows:

Cord-and-plug-connected vending machines manufactured or remanufactured on or
after January 1, 2005, shall include a ground-fault circuit interrupter identified for portable use as an integral part of the
attachment plug or be located within 300 mm (12 in.) of the attachment plug. Older vending machines manufactured or
remanufactured prior to January 1, 2005, shall be connected to a GFCI-protected outlet. The GFCI protecting a vending
machine shall meet the requirements of 110.26.

Unlike portable pressure washers vending machines are often difficult to move, so required the GFCI to
be readily accessible is appropriate. Note another comment modified other text in 422.51(A), those changes are
separate and not shown here.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-8     Log #947  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ed Larsen, Schneider Electric USA

17-20
Accept the revised text as follows:

Appliances installed in dwelling units shall comply with the requirements for an subject to the
FCC Part 15 requirements shall be marked “Class B Digital Device”. Appliances installed in dwelling units subject to or
the FCC Part 18 requirements limits for shall be marked “Consumer ISM Equipment”. Compliance with the FCC
requirements shall be marked on the appliance as required by the FCC. Appliances that do not comply shall be marked
“Not for use in dwellings”.

The revised text satisfies the concern expressed in the Panel Statement on ROP 17-45 regarding the
inability of AHJs to enforce the FCC requirements by placing the responsibility on the appliance manufacturer who
should be well aware of the pertinent FCC requirements. All the AHJ need do is to look for the “Class B Digital Device”
or “Consumer ISM Equipment” marking, or the absence of a marking on a device which is not an RF radiator. If the “Not
for use in dwellings” marking is present, then the AHJ will know that the appliance is not suitable for installation in a
dwelling. This text also satisfies the concern expressed regarding the marking required by the FCC and the exemption
stated in 47CFR15.103d.

The size of appliances installed in a dwelling unit at the time of inspection is typically such that there should be
adequate room for this marking, thus reliance on the presence of the operating manual at the time of inspection should
not be a concern.

12Printed on  10/31/2012
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-14     Log #948  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ed Larsen, Schneider Electric USA

17-37
Revise text to read as follows:

All single-phase cord-and-plug-connected high-pressure spray washing machines rated at 250 volts
or less shall be provided with factory-installed ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel. The ground-fault
circuit interrupter shall be an integral part of the attachment plug or shall be located in the supply cord within 300 mm
(12 in.) of the attachment plug.

All three-phase high-pressure spray washing machines rated at 208Y/120 volts 60 amperes or less
shall be provided with groundfault circuit-interrupter protection for personnel.

The Panel statement rejecting ROP 17-37 was correct in that there are no three-phase 240 volt listed
GFCIs. Three-phase 208Y/120 volt GFCIs are recognized in UL 943 and UL 489. Listed products are on the market that
meet this requirement.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-27     Log #963  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David H. Platt, Middle Atlantic Inspections Inc.

17-101
Revise text to read as follows:

680.22 Area Lighting, Receptacles, and Equipment.
(A) Receptacles.
(1) Circulation and Sanitation System, Location. Receptacles that provide power for water-pump motors or for other
loads directly related to the circulation and sanitation system shall be permitted to be located at least 3.0 m (10 ft) from
the inside walls of the pool, or not less than 1.83 m (6 ft) between 1.5m (5 ft) and 1.83(6ft) from the inside walls of the
pool if they and shall meet all of the following conditions:
(1) Consist of single receptacles
(2) Employ a locking configuration
(3) Are of the grounding type
(4) Have GFCI protection

Panel 17 has considered a reduction to 1.2m(4 ft) to be a reduction in the level of safety afforded by the
Code, Not less than 1.5m(5 ft) was considered  a safe distance prior to the change to 1.83m(6 ft) was accepted into the
2008 Code.
There need to be specific requirements for receptacles provided for circulation and sanitation equipment.  680.22(A)(2)
states “Other receptacles shall be not less than 1.83 m (6 ft) from the inside walls of a pool.”  Regardless as to how
many are installed or if they are single, duplex or quads, yes they too are required to be of the grounding type and have
GFCI protection but other wiring methods may be used for other receptacles. If we do not keep specific provisions more
than just being single, grounding type, and GFCI protected for the circulation and sanitation equipment, we will be
providing the end user other improperly wired receptacle locations possibly installed using UF cable that may be
inadvertently used to connect circulation and associated equipment.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-28     Log #964  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David H. Platt, Middle Atlantic Inspections Inc.

17-103
Revise text to read as follows:

680.22 Area Lighting, Receptacles, and Equipment.
(A) Receptacles.
(1) Circulation and Sanitation System, Location. Receptacles that provide power for water-pump motors or for other
loads directly related to the circulation and sanitation system shall be permitted to be located at least 3.0 m (10 ft) from
the inside walls of the pool, or not less than 1.83 m (6 ft) between 1.5m (5 ft) and 1.83(6ft) from the inside walls of the
pool if they and shall meet all of the following conditions:
(1) Consist of single receptacles
(2) Employ a locking configuration
(3) Are of the grounding type
(4) Have GFCI protection

Panel 17 has considered a reduction to 1.2m(4 ft) to be a reduction in the level of safety afforded by the
Code, Not less than 1.5m(5 ft) was considered  a safe distance prior to the change to 1.83m(6 ft) was accepted into the
2008 Code.
There need to be specific requirements for receptacles provided for circulation and sanitation equipment.  680.22(A)(2)
states “Other receptacles shall be not less than 1.83 m (6 ft) from the inside walls of a pool.”  Regardless as to how
many are installed or if they are single, duplex or quads, yes they too are required to be of the grounding type and have
GFCI protection but other wiring methods may be used for other receptacles. If we do not keep specific provisions more
than just being single, grounding type, and GFCI protected for the circulation and sanitation equipment, we will be
providing the end user other improperly wired receptacle locations possibly installed using UF cable that may be
inadvertently used to connect circulation and associated equipment.
1.5m 5(ft) is currently considered a safe distance for Switching devices in 680.22 (D) as well as GFCI protected
Luminaires ,lighting outlets in 680.22(C) (4)
680.24(B)(2) currently allows a junction box or other electrical enclosure for a GFCI Device obviously not a receptacle to
be located.1.2 m (4) ft from the inside wall of a pool.
680.24 Junction Boxes and Electrical Enclosures for Transformers or Ground-Fault Circuit Interrupters.
680.24(B) (2) Installation (b) Horizontal Spacing   Junction Boxes and Electrical Enclosures for Transformers or
Ground-Fault Circuit Interrupters. The enclosure shall be located not less than 1.2 m (4 ft) from the inside wall of the
pool,
There need to be specific requirements for receptacles as there is for the wiring provided for circulation and sanitation
equipment. Permitting a closer installation will assist along with the other requirements of 680.22(A)(1)  to  ensure that
the circulation system and sanitation equipment if cord and plug connected get plugged into the the Receptacle(s) with
the proper wing method feeding them. If all (4) of the specific requirments are not kept in place we  will be providing the
end user other improperly wired receptacle locations possibly installed using UF cable or some other non approved
wiring method that may be inadvertently used to connect circulation and associated equipment.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-29     Log #965  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David H. Platt, Middle Atlantic Inspections Inc.

17-104
Revise text to read as follows:

680.22 Area Lighting, Receptacles, and Equipment.
(A) Receptacles.
(1) Circulation and Sanitation System, Location. Receptacles that provide power for water-pump motors or for other
loads directly related to the circulation and sanitation system shall be permitted to be located at least 3.0 m (10 ft) from
the inside walls of the pool, or not less than 1.83 m (6 ft) between 1.5m (5 ft) and 1.83(6ft) from the inside walls of the
pool if they and shall meet all of the following conditions:
(1) Consist of single receptacles
(2) Employ a locking configuration
(3) Are of the grounding type
(4) Have GFCI protection

680.22(A)(2) Makes no mention of lighting or other equipment locations in regard their distance to the
inside wall of the pool.
680 VII. Hydromassage bathtubs and 680.62 Therapeutic  tubs do not require the same type of wiring methods as
swimming pool circulation and sanitation systems. They should not be used as a comparison.
680.62(A) & 680.71 have no relationship with a the cord and plug connected type of assembly noted in 680.22(A)(1).
Panel 17 has considered a reduction to 1.2m(4 ft) to be a reduction in the level of safety afforded by the Code,  Not less
than 1.5m(5 ft) was consider a safe distance prior to the change to 1.83m(6 ft) was accepted into the 2008 Code.  1.5m
5(ft) is already considered a safe distance for Switching devices in 680.22 (D)and Luminaires ,lighting outlets in
680.22(C) (4)
There need to be specific requirements for receptacles provided for circulation and sanitation equipment.  680.22(A)(2)
states “Other receptacles shall be not less than 1.83 m (6 ft) from the inside walls of a pool.”  Regardless as to how
many are installed or if they are single, duplex or quads, yes they too are required to be of the grounding type and have
GFCI protection but other wiring methods may be used for other receptacles. If we do not keep specific provisions more
than just being single, grounding type, and GFCI protected for the circulation and sanitation equipment, we will be
providing the end user other improperly wired receptacle locations possibly installed using UF cable that may be
inadvertently used to connect circulation and associated equipment.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-30     Log #966  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David H. Platt, Middle Atlantic Inspections Inc.

17-105
Revise text to read as follows:

680.22 Area Lighting, Receptacles, and Equipment.
(A) Receptacles.
(1) Circulation and Sanitation System, Location. Receptacles that provide power for water-pump motors or for other
loads directly related to the circulation and sanitation system shall be permitted to be located at least 3.0 m (10 ft) from
the inside walls of the pool, or not less than 1.83 m (6 ft) between 1.5m (5 ft) and 1.83(6ft) from the inside walls of the
pool if they and shall meet all of the following conditions:
(1) Consist of single receptacles
(2) Employ a locking configuration
(3) Are of the grounding type
(4) Have GFCI protection

680.22(A)(2) Makes no mention of lighting or other equipment locations in regard their distance to the
inside wall of the pool.
680 VII. Hydromassage bathtubs and 680.62 Therapeutic  tubs do not require the same type of wiring methods as
swimming pool circulation and sanitation systems. They should not be used as a comparison.
680.62(A) & 680.71 have no relationship with a the cord and plug connected type of assembly noted in 680.22(A)(1).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-32     Log #1003  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors

17-108
Add new text to read as follows:

Low voltage Class 2 lighting that conforms with low voltage contact limit levels shall be permitted to be located at the
edge of a pool.

Even though a new definition for low voltage contact limits has been inserted into Section 680.2.
Current language in Section 680.22 does not allow low voltage lighting to be installed in close proximity to the swimming
pool. This will permit installations that are already being installed around most swimming pools and are in conflict with
the existing NEC. Section 680.3 and Table 680.3 references 411.4(B) for these low voltage lighting systems but creates
a Code loop without actually giving permission in Section 680.22 for site lighting to be installed within close proximity to
the pool edge. Limiting the power supply to a Class 2 wet location voltage will ensure that the voltage source will be
limited to the same low voltage limitation for low voltage swimming pool lighting.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-41     Log #1004  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Clements, International Association of Electrical Inspectors

17-136
Accept the proposal as submitted:

(2) Protection. The electric motor and controller shall be connected to a branch circuit or feeder protected by a
ground-fault circuit interrupter.

The Panel stated that GFCI protection is currently allowed for either a branch circuit or feeder for
electrically operated pool covers. That may be the interpretation of the Panel, but the current requirement states that the
electrically operated pool cover shall be connected to a circuit protected by a GFCI. The wording implies that the only
acceptable protection is protection of the branch circuit. Providing GFCI protection in either the branch circuit or the
feeder will provide equivalent protection and will offer more flexibility in design and installation. The proposal will also
add clarity as to the intent of this requirement.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-6     Log #1024  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

17-18a
Revise the word “definition” in 422.2 by making it plural.

This article now contains multiple definitions, so the titles of 422.2 should now be “definitions.”

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-17     Log #1025  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

17-48
Revise the proposal (and 17-48 and 17-50) by moving the “lockable” language into the parent text of

the section, as follows:
424.19 Disconnecting Means. Means shall be provided to simultaneously disconnect the heater, motor controller(s), and
supplementary overcurrent protective device(s) of all ?xed electric space-heating equipment from all ungrounded
conductors. Where heating equipment is supplied by more than one source, feeder, or branch circuit, the disconnecting
means shall be grouped and marked. The disconnecting means specifed in 424.19(A) and (B) shall have an ampere
rating not less than 125 percent of the total load of the motors and the heaters and shall be lockable in accordance with
110.25. The provision for locking or adding a lock to the disconnecting means shall be installed on or at the switch or
circuit breaker used as the disconnecting means and shall remain in place with or without the lock installed.
Remove the references to lockable disconnects in the rest of the section.

This section refers to a lockable disconnect multiple times, but is the accepted proposal language only
addresses some of the instances (not the instance indicated above). By accepting this proposal the redundant language
in the rest of the section can be removed.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-26     Log #1032  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Holt, Mike Hold Enterprises

17-137
Revise the proposal by adding the word “storable” in several locations, as follows:

Electrical installations at storable pools, storable spas, or storable hot tubs shall comply with the
provisions of Part I and Part III of this article.

The comment by Panel Member Blewitt is correct, although it reads likes a negative statement. By
adding the word “storable” as indicated, the issue is resolved.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-49     Log #1225  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Carson Day, Gerogia Institute of Technology - NEETRAC

17-154
The following text would be a new paragraph under section 682. Below are the changes

recommended to the original change proposal submitted in November 20 I I.
682.16 Mitigation of Neutral Related Stray Voltages and Currents
To provide protection for neutral related stray voltages and currents, a suitably rated isolated transformer (a separately
derived system) at the branch circuit service panel supplying the shore power shall be permitted.
The following shall be required configuration is recommended for the isolated system:
(1) The isolation transformer should be double insulated or its equivalent and shall have an internal shield between the
windings that is rated to carry full fault current.
(1) The isolation transformer shall have overcurrent protection on the supply side as required in 450.3.
(2) The isolation transformer shall be provided with a ground fault protection device on the load side 30MA (UL943C
Class B Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter).
(3) Metal enclosure and internal shield conductor of the transformer shall be connected to the supply side neutral and
grounding system as required by 250.4 (A).
(4) The load side neutral and equipment grounding conductors shall be connected together and grounded on the
secondary side of the transformer as required by 250.20(8). To provide adequate isolation, the installed grounding
electrode shall should be located at least 6' from the nearest grounding electrode of the supply side and shall should be
connected to the transformer by an insulated grounding conductor.
(5) The location of the isolation transformer shall be on the load side of the service disconnecting means panel
containing breaker and/or disconnecting means and shall not be below the electrical datum plane.

Last summer, four children and one adult died in a two week period around July 4 due to electrocution
while swimming around boat docks. These occurred in Missouri and Tennessee. The source of the electricity, whether
contact voltage or stray voltage, was not detailed in the reports. During testing at similar boat docks, in North Carolina
and Georgia, the stray voltage was great enough to pose a similar risk. Application of the isolation transformer, as
described in the change proposal, effectively mitigates the risk to
people swimming near docks. In the case of single branch circuit, the isolation transformer can also serve as a back up
to GFCI outlets and provide effective protection against contact voltages.
The changes presented here address some of the committee member comments to the original change proposal. This
includes, changing the verbiage which makes this application mandatory and removing references to obsolete GFCI
circuits.
A more detailed description of the isolation transformer application and the test results for contact voltage and stray
voltage scenarios
is presented in the  report, "Summary of NEC Change Proposal for Mitigation of Neutral Related Exposure Voltages at
Marinas and Boat Docks."
Note:  Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters.
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Report on Comments  –  June 2013 NFPA 70
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-12     Log #1302  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James M. Imlah, Hillsboro, OR

17-35
Revise text to read as follows:

422.31 Disconnection of Permanently Connected Appliances.
(A) Unchanged
(B) Unchanged

The disconnecting means shall comply with 430.109
and 430.110. For permanently connected motor-operated appliances with motors rated over 1/8 horse power, the
disconnecting means shall meet (1) or (2).

(1) The branch-circuit switch or circuit breaker shall be permitted to serve as the disconnecting means where the
switch or circuit breaker is within sight from the appliance.

(2) The disconnecting means shall be installed within sight of the appliance.
The disconnecting means shall comply with 430.109 and 430.110.

Language change was editorial and reformatted for clarity to a "C1" and "C2" as they are options for
the requirement of where the disconnect location shall be. The editorial change to a list type format is either 1 or 2 would
be the location required of a disconnecting means and is very useful where citing the violation and writing the correction
is mandated by state or local policy. I agree with the submitter with his proposal for appliances that do not have a unit
switch or a disconnecting means within sight for the disconnecting means location. Please continue to accept in
principle this proposal and comment.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-19     Log #1312  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Weitzel, Richland, WA

17-75
Add new text to read as follows:

Duct Heaters shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions in such a manner that operation
does not create a hazard to persons or property. Furthermore, duct heaters shall be located with respect to building
construction and other equipment so as to permit access to the heater. Sufficient clearance shall be maintained to
permit replacement of controls and heating elements and for adjusting and cleaning of controls and other parts requiring
such attention. See 110.26.

Acceptance of this revised text will improve safety for electrical workers, and provide enforceable
language for those who enforce requirements.

Working up a ladder in a duct heater electrical enclosure mounted on the duct system while energized can be
hazardous. This equipment is often supplied by 480-volt circuits, and installed above the floor level, close to the ceiling.
Many of these types of enclosures have hinged doors, which must be able to open 90 degrees in order to access all
components of the equipment. Electrical workers may be working on a ladder, and required to test or examine these
units while energized. Metal piping or metal structural beams/cross members are often installed or located in front of this
equipment enclosure, thereby creating an unsafe condition to electrical workers due to grounded metal parts in front of
the equipment being worked on while energized. A working clearance violation of this type would not be permitted for a
480-volt switchboard or panel board installed at floor level. However, there appears to be no specific rule to
address this situation.

This comment and revision includes comments and concerns voiced by CMP 12 in the ROP.
"This will protect electrical workers that are required to be put in harms way to perform servicing of this equipment.

Suggest relocating this to Article 424." Therefore, I did just that.
And, "The Proposal raises a significant issue related to safe workspace around utilization equipment that will likely be

maintained while energized. That (heating) equipment is currently installed across North America in spaces where the
prescribed workspace in 110.26 is not provided."

In addition, "...the safety of those maintaining and troubleshooting that equipment while energized is certainly an
electrical concern...."

AHJ's may decide to require 110.26 working space - at least in part, in accordance with Section 90.4. However, some
users would consider this a 'gray area'. The purpose of the is to protect people and property.

Acceptance of this revised text will improve safety for electrical workers, and provide enforceable language for
those who enforce requirements.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-16     Log #1314  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Mike Weitzel, Richland, WA

17-46
Revise text to read as follows:

This article covers fixed electric equipment used for space heating or . For
the purpose of this article, heating equipment shall include heating cable, unit heaters, duct heaters, boilers, central
systems, or other approved fixed electric space equipment. This article shall not apply to
electric deicing and snow melting equipment, pipelines and vessels, or room air conditioning.

(Section is renumbered, but otherwise, remains the same).

The original proposal has been revised based upon CMP 12 statements in the ROP.
Article 422 - Appliances does not appear to be the correct article to cover large, heavy duty industrial process heating

equipment. Section 422.11 limits overcurrent protection to 50 amperes. How many industrial boilers have overcurrent
protection to limited to only 50 amperes – even for individual banks of elements? Most industrial process heating
equipment require hundreds or thousands of amperes to operate. Even in Section 424.22(B), for fixed electric space
heating equipment, it is realized that the overcurrent protection supplying electric power to space heating elements
through a contactor, is permitted to be sized at a maximum of 60 amperes. There are often a large number of contactors
within an industrial process heating equipment control panel, not just one.

In addition, Section 422.14 speaks about infrared lampholders operated in series. While some industries undoubtedly
use this equipment, there are much larger installations with duct heaters, strip heaters, tank heaters, and industrial
boilers that are being ignored by the NEC. Technically, as
heating equipment, why is Section 110.26 specifically referenced in Section 424.66? Based upon the panel statement,
mention of 110.26 in Section 424.66 should not be necessary. Instead, I believe that past members of CMP 12 saw that
there truly is a need for working space in front of heating equipment panels, and hence added the language in 424.66.

Again, having installed, maintained, and inspected heating installations; I see the need for specific requirements, all for
protection of the electrical worker, and the ability to safely examine the equipment, which includes Zero Energy Checks.
I would hope that labor and inspector members of CMP 12 would  support this proposal for these reasons alone.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-34     Log #1333  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Williams, Delta Township

17-112
Revise text to read as follows:

A gGround-fault circuit interrupter protection shall be installed in the
provided for branch circuit supplying luminaires operating at more than the low voltage contact limit such that there is no
shock hazard during relamping. The installation of the ground-fault circuit interrupter shall be such that there is no shock
hazard with any likely fault-condition combination that involves a person in a conductive path from any ungrounded part
of the branch circuit or the luminaire to ground.

The code is not a design manual and the requirements in this section should require GFCI protection. It
should be up to the installer on how to apply the rule. This wording has beeen in the code a number of decades and
needs to be revised. GFCI protection in the feeder does not reduce the level of ground fault protection as referenced in
the panel statement. The selective coordination issue also addressed in the panel statement is not correct.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-42     Log #1334  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
David Williams, Delta Township

17-136
Revise text to read as follows:

The electric motor and controller shall be connected to a circuit protected by a ground-fault
circuit interrupter.

The present wording is not clear that the GFCI protection is permitted to be installed in the feeder. The
proposed chage will allow the installer to provide the GFCI protection in the branch circuit or in the feeder. The code is
not a design manual and the requirements in this section should require GFCI protection. It should be up to the installer
on how to apply the rule. This wording has beeen in the code a number of decades and needs to be revised.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-50     Log #1355  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Robert Metz, Duke Energy

17-154
The following text would be a new paragraph under section 682. Below are the changes

recommended to the original change proposal submitted in November 2011.
682.16 Mitigation of Neutral Related Stray Voltages
To provide protection for neutral related stray voltages, a suitably rated isolation transformer at the branch circuit service
panel supplying the shore power may be permitted.
The following configuration is recommended for the isolated system:
(1) The isolation transformer should be double insulated or its equivalent and shall should have an internal shield
between the windings that is rated to carry full fault current.
(2) The isolation transformer should have overcurrent protection on the supply side as required in 450.3.
(3) The isolation transformer should be provided with a ground fault protection device on the load side.
(4) Metal enclosure an internal shield conductors of the transformer should be connected to the supply side neutral and
grounding system as required by 250.4(A).
(5) The load side neutral and equipment grounding conductors should be connected together and grounded at the
transformer as required by 250.20(B). To provide adequate isolation, the installed grounding electrode should be located
at least 6 ft. from the nearest grounding electrode and should be connected to the transformer by an insulated grounding
conductor.
(6) The location of the isolation transformer should be on the load side of the service panel containing breaker and/or
disconnecting means and should not be below the electrical datum plane.

This change proposal was submitted by Carson Day from Georgia Tech    NEETRAC. Duke Energy
supports this change to provide a method for boat dock owners to mitigate both stray voltage and contact voltage
problems. As a registered professional engineer in North and South Carolina and as a Power Quality Specialist with
Duke Energy. I have worked to address numerous contact and stray voltage issues at docks on Lakes Jocassee,
Keowee and Hartwell in south Carolina. Years of monitoring shows that dock safety is a serious issue that is not
adequately addressed in the NEC.
The five deaths due to electrocution around boat docks show the importance of this change proposal. contact voltage
problems are possible at any boat dock that has electric service. Stray voltage is a problem that can occur even when
the dock is wired correctly due to current NEC requirements.
During their testing, NEETRAC has shown that both contact voltage and stray voltage can be fatal. The testing also
showed that the use of an isolation transformer can successfully mitigate these dangers.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-40     Log #1358  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Reuben E. Clark, Consolidated Manufacturing International

17-127
Revise text to read as follows: 680.26(B)(2)(b) . Where structural reinforcing steel is

not available or is encapsulated in a nonconductive compound, a copper conductor(s) grid shall be utilized where the
following requirements are met: (1) At least one minimum 8 AWG bare solid copper shall be provided. (1) The copper
grid shall be constructed of 8 AWG solid bare copper and be arranged meeting the requirements of
680.26(B)(1)(b)(3).(2) The conductors shall follow the contour of the perimeter surface. (2) The copper grid shall follow
the contour of the perimeter surface extending 1 m (3 ft) horizontally beyond the inside walls of the pool. (3) Only listed
splices shall be permitted. (4) The required conductor shall be 450 to 600 mm (18 to 24 in.) from the inside walls of the
pool. (5) The required conductor shall be secured with in or under the perimeter surface 100 mm to 150 mm (4 in. to 6
in.) from the inside walls of the pool. (5) The required conductor shall be secured with in or under the perimeter surface
100 mm to 150 mm (4 in. to 6 in.) below subgrade. (4) Be secured within or under the deck or unpaved surfaces no
more than 150 mm to 600 mm (4 in. to 6 in.) from the underside of the deck

I ask  CMP17 to reconsider Proposal 17-127 Log #2716.  In the Panel Statement it is written "The panel
has performed an extensive review, including commissioning a study, and has seen no definitive information
demonstrating that the current alternate means is unsafe or results in a demonstrated hazard of death or injury."
However, in the proposal it is pointed out that the NEETRAC test of an actual field condition proves this. The testing
conducted by ERPI proves this. Also, the NFPA's own report by EnerNEx states this. The proposal actually states the
section of the EnerNex that declares "the only option that appears to keep the voltages under "arbitrarily safe levels" of a
few volts was the "Copper Grid" option. "Therefore, the Panel can not use the statement that the current alternative
means is unsafe as justification to reject this proposal.

Simple internet searches will show a steadily growing number of problems with stray voltage presenting on the
unprotected pool deck.  This submitter has been contacted by many new pool owners who are angry that a pool could
be built per code and they can't use the expensive pool they just purchased because they and their family members are
getting shocked.  Many are worried about the negative and potentially fatal effects of this stray voltage on their very
young children and aging members, some who have pace makers and use the benefits of exercise in the water to
maintain their health!

Furthermore, this lack of adequate protection is now creating an UNFAIR level of competition in the industry.  The most
recent example is that a homeowner contacted this submitter on October 16th with stray voltage on his deck and was
furious because everyone was placing blame on someone else, after he had saved money "for years" and was finally
able to install a pool and now he and his family are getting shocked on the deck and can't use it!  He had researched the
information on the internet, including the problems with dairy cows in WI.  He printed off product information on Copper
Bonding Grids that will eliminate the stray voltage or mitigate it successfully, because the single wire used per code did
not!  He gave it to the pool builder and declared the builder should not install another pool without rebar or copper
bonding grid in the deck.  Now it is on record that this particular pool builder is aware of a KNOWN PROBLEM, and he
needs to execute an installation in EXCESS of the minimum level of safety the NEC currently provides.  If he installs a
deck without rebar or copper grid, he is subjecting himself to lawsuits as a Licensed Contractor.  This puts the builder at
an unfair DISADVANTAGE versus the other builders in the area who may not be aware of the new stray voltage in their
area.  He now has to factor in the cost of the rebar or copper grid just as he did years ago, while the other builders can
quote jobs without this product and simply declare they are building "per code."  Additionally, what does this builder do
with the pools that he has sold but not yet started?  He can't install with the single wire in the deck because he and the
Electric Utility Company have determined there is a stray voltage in the area.  He will have to absorb this cost, and
again, while cost should not be an issue with respect to safety, the lack of effect codes has begun creating an unfair
level of competition in the industry.

Also, in the Panel Statement is "The panel disagrees that a copper bonding grid is justified for perimeter bonding to the
exclusion of all other technologies."  This proposal addresses an ALTERNATE MEANS, not excluding anything, by
definition, "alternate means" declares there is another means to accomplish the objective.  Putting the copper bonding
grid back into the code does NOT exclude all others,  ONLY the single wire, which has been proven over and over to not
provide adequate protection.  The proposal reads that including the copper grid is only an OPTION, the installer always
can use the preferred means stated in the earlier section of this code (rebar).  Accepting this proposal simply eliminates
the ineffective single wire, and elevates the minimum level of safety!

Finally, the conflict the proposal pointed out between allowing a single wire in the deck but not the shell, still has not
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been addressed.  Leaving a single wire for the deck, but not the shell is a conflict in the code and cannot exist.  If this
proposal is not accepted, then this submitter requests an explanation as to how this conflict can exist.

I ask CMP-17 to ACCEPT this proposal and increase the level of safety back to the 2005 level, eliminate the unfair
advantage the current alternate means is creating, and adhere to its own commissioned study by the EnerNex.  Finally,
all experts in this field have supported this proposal; NEETRAC, EPRI, IEEE, EEI and many Electric Utilities, the
Electrical Section of the NFPA (2010 Annual Meeting voting to support NITMAM) and almost the entire body of the
NFPA.  The overwhelming support and evidence from testing, as well as increasing field problems should make this an
easy decision.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-51     Log #1438  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Marty L. Page, Georgia Power Company

17-154
The following text would be a new paragraph under section 682. Below are the changes

recommended to the original change proposal submitted in November 2011 .
682.16 Mitigation of Neutral Related Stray Voltages
To provide protection for neutral related stray voltages, a suitably rated isolation transformer at the branch circuit service
panel supplying the shore power may be permitted.
The following configuration is recommended for the isolated system:
( I) The isolation transformer should be double insulated or its equivalent and shall should have an internal shield
between the windings that is rated to carry full fault current.
(2) The isolation transformer should have overcurrent protection on the supply side as required in 450.3.
(3) The isolation transformer should be provided with a ground fault protection device on the load side.
(4) Metal enclosure and internal shield conductor of the transformer should be connected to the supply side neutral and
grounding system as required be 250.4 (A).
(5) The load side neutral and equipment grounding conductors should be connected together and grounded at the
transformer as required be 250.20(8). To provide adequate isolation, the installed grounding electrode should be located
at least 6' from the nearest grounding electrode and should be connected to the transformer be an insulated grounding
conductor.
(6) The location of the isolation transformer should be on the load side of the service panel containing breaker and/or
disconnecting means and should not be below the electrical datum plane.

This change proposal was submitted by Carson Day from Georgia Tech - NEETRAC. My company
supports this change to provide a method for boat dock owners to mitigate both stray voltage and contact voltage
problems.
The five deaths due to electrocution around boat docks show the importance of this change proposal. Contact voltage
problems are possible at any boat dock that has electric service. Stray voltage is a problem that can occur even when
the dock is wired correctly due to current NEC requirements.
During their testing, NEETRAC has shown that both contact voltage and stray voltage can be fatal. The testing also
showed that the . use of an isolation transformer can successfully mitigate these dangers.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-22     Log #1440  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian Myers, IBEW Local Union 98

17-75
424. XX Working Space and Clearance.

Working space about electrical enclosures for resistance heating element type duct heaters which are
mounted on duct systems and contain equipment that requires examination, adjustment, servicing, or maintenance
while energized shall comply 110.26.

Where the enclosure is located in a space above a ceiling, all of the following shall apply:
(1) The enclosure shall be accessible through a lay in type ceiling or access panel (s).
(2) The width of the working space shall be the width of the enclosure or a minimum of 762 mm (30. in.), whichever is
greater.
(3) All doors or hinged panels shall open to at least 90 degrees.
(4) The space in front of the enclosure shall not contain ceiling supports or other material that would block access to the
enclosure through the doors or hinged
panels.

It's obvious from the submitter's proposal this was meant for 424. This proposal is a safety issue that
should be addressed and will protect the electrical workers that are required to be put in harm's way to perform servicing
of this equipment. Suggest relocating this to article 424.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-25     Log #1441  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian Myers, IBEW Local Union 98

17-82
This Proposal should be Accept in Principle as follows.

Means shall be provided to simultaneously disconnect all fixed electric pipeline or vessel
heating equipment from all ungrounded conductors. The branch circuit switch or circuit breaker, where readily
accessible to the user of the equipment, shall be permitted to serve as the disconnecting means. The disconnecting
means shall be of the indicating type and shall be provided with a positive lockout in the off position. The disconnecting
means shall be installed in accordance with 110.25

There is a new 110.25 that covers the intent of the submitter. See proposal 1-130 article 110.25
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-35     Log #1442  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Brian Myers, IBEW Local Union 98

17-112
This proposal should have been an Accept in Principal. To read as follows:

A GFCI shall be installed in accordance with one of the following
a) A ground fault circuit interrupter shall be installed in the branch circuit supplying luminaries operating at more than the
low voltage contact limit such that there is no shock hazard during relamping. The installation of the ground fault
interrupter shall be such that there is no shock hazard with any likely fault condition combination that involves a person
in a conductive path from any ungrounded part of the branch circuit or luminarie to ground.
b) A ground fault circuit interrupter shall be installed in the feeder circuit supplying luminaries operating at more than the
low voltage contact limit such that there is no shock hazard during relamping. The installation of the ground fault
interrupter shall be such that there is no shock hazard with any likely fault condition combination that involves a person
in a conductive path from any ungrounded part of the branch circuit or luminarie to ground. The feeder shall not  supply
interior lighting or lighting for egress.

The rule was separated into two list items for clarity.  The last sentence in list item (b) will prevent
imminent nuisance tripping of interior lighting as well as lighting for egress. These changes meet the submitter’s intent.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-37     Log #1513  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Donald R. Cook, Shelby County Department of Development Services

17-119

Aluminum conduit shall not be permitted in the pool area where subject to corrosion.
An equipment grounding conductor shall be installed with the feeder conductors between the grounding

terminal of the pool equipment panelboard and the grounding terminal of the applicable service equipment or source of
a separately derived system. For other than (I) existing feeders covered in 680.25(A), exception, or (2) feeders to
separate buildings that do not utilize an insulated equipment grounding conductor in accordance with 680.25(8)(2), this
equipment grounding conductor shall be insulated.

. This conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.122 but not smaller than 12 AWG. On separately derived
systems, this conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.30(A)(3) but not smaller than 8 AWG.

A feeder to a separate building or structure shall be permitted to supply swimming pool
equipment branch circuits, or feeders supplying swimming pool equipment branch circuits, if the grounding
arrangements in the separate building meet the requirements in 250.32(8). Where installed in other than existing
feeders covered in 680.25(A), Exception, a separate equipment grounding conductor shall he an insulated conductor.

Panel action on Proposals 17- 119 and 17-120 deleted the exception in 680.25(A). 2011 NEC
references to that exception in 680.25(B) and 680.25(B){2) must be eliminated to correlate with the panel action on
those proposals.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-38     Log #1514  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Donald R. Cook, Shelby County Department of Development Services

17-120

Aluminum conduit shall not be permitted in the pool area where subject to corrosion.
An equipment grounding conductor shall be installed with the feeder conductors between the grounding

terminal of the pool equipment panelboard and the grounding terminal of the applicable service equipment or source of
a separately derived system. For other than (I) existing feeders covered in 680.25(A), exception, or (2) feeders to
separate buildings that do not utilize an insulated equipment grounding conductor in accordance with 680.25(8)(2), this
equipment grounding conductor shall be
insulated.

. This conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.122 but not smaller than 12 AWG. On separately derived
systems, this conductor shall be sized in accordance with 250.30(A)(3) but not smaller than 8 AWG.

A feeder to a separate building or structure shall be permitted to supply swimming pool
equipment branch circuits, or feeders supplying swimming pool equipment branch circuits, if the grounding
arrangements in the separate building meet the requirements in 250.32(8). Where installed in other than existing
feeders covered in 680.25(A), Exception, a separate equipment grounding conductor shall he an insulated conductor.

Panel action (HI Proposals 17- 119 and 17-120 deleted the exception in 680.25(A). 2011 NEC
references to that exception in 680.25(B) and 680.25(B){2) must be eliminated to correlate with the panel action on
those proposals.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-44     Log #1515  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Donald R. Cook, Shelby County Department of Development Services

17-138
Reconsider panel action and accept proposal as submitted.

Panel statement indicates the NEC cannot require or enforce product installation requirements or
standards. That statement seems to contradict NEC 110.3(B). Proposal enhances safety and substantiation is accurate.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-36     Log #1517  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Donald R. Cook, Shelby County Department of Development Services

17-112
Reconsider proposed text and accept.

Panel statement indicated adding the words "feeder" reduces protection. Class A GFCI protective
devices provide 4-6 mA ground-fault protection for personnel regardless of their location in the electrical system and the
location of GFCI devices has no impact on selective coordination as used in the NEC. Providing GFCI protection at
larger feeder devices could certainly be questioned from a design standpoint as the operation of that feeder device
could cause an undesirable power outage if a ground-fault occurred. However, many smaller pool installations include a
feeder supplying a limited number of branch circuits that only supply pool equipment. Allowing consumers to utilize a
less costly option of feeder GFCI protection does not compromise the safety of the installation. Feeder capacity and
length varies tremendously and consumers, designers, and installers should be allowed to make that choice. NEC
90.1(B) indicates this Code contains provisions considered necessary for safety and 90.1(C) indicates the Code is not a
design manual. This proposed text would not require the GFCI protection to be provided at the feeder, but simply permit
that option. See Panel statements on Proposals 17-136 and 17-147.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-9     Log #1566  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc.

17-30
Accept the proposal in principle. Revise text to read as follows:

The internal volume of a canopy shall be applied in accordance with 314.16(A)(3).
CMP 9 reviewed a similar proposal (18-68) and created a panel proposal (9-37a) to address it. CMP 9

concluded that Proposal 18-68 was acceptable only to a limited extent, and had this proposal been reviewed similarly
the conclusion would undoubtedly been the same. The CMP 17 wording has now created a direct conflict with the
concept of the CMP 9 action on its proposal 9-37a and must be modified. This is not an issue that bears on the
construction of a ceiling-suspended (paddle) fan, other than the fact of a marking. This issue addresses box fill, which is
squarely within the jurisdiction of CMP 9. This comment permanently resolves the issue by returning the jurisdiction to
the appropriate article and code making panel. A companion comment has been made to CMP 9 to directly reference
paddle fans along with luminaires in the new Section 314.16(A)(3).

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-45     Log #1571  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc.

17-138
Accept the proposal.

The panel statement is preposterous.  Every single construction part of NEC wiring articles is filled with
constraints that inform product standards, and such precedents extend back to the very earliest days of the NEC. The
provision cited in the substantiation, 410.74(A) is exactly on point. The wording should go forward as noted in the
comment in the voting and in the Correlating Committee action.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-47     Log #1572  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Frederic P. Hartwell, Hartwell Electrical Services, Inc.

17-144
Accept the proposal in principle, using it to replace the action taken on Proposal 17-142, however,

revise item (1) in the recommendation to read as follows:
(1) The spa or hot tub is not identified as suitable only for indoor use, and is installed on or above grade in accordance

with all manufacturer’s instructions.
This wording incorporates the wording identified in the panel statement on Proposal 17-142, but

otherwise uses the syntax of the original proposal. It is more economical of wording and accords with metrication
principles in 90.9 which Proposal 17-142 does not. The comment in the voting is correct.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
17-11     Log #1586  NEC-P17

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
James F. Williams, Fairmont, WV

17-35
Revise text to read as follows:

For permanently connected appliances rated over 1/8 hp, the
branch-circuit switch or circuit breaker shall be permitted to serve as the disconnecting means where the switch or
circuit breaker is within sight from the appliance. If the appliance is not within sight of the switch or circuit breaker and it
is not lockable in accordance with 110.25, a disconnecting means shall be installed within sight of the appliance. The
disconnecting means shall comply with 430.109 and 430.110.

I don't understand why 422.31(C) does not allow the use of a lockable disconnecting means out of
sight?
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